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Tbe importanee of interviewing In the field of
grleninee mattere and procedures eennot be etreeeed too
strongly. Interylewlnj? techniques* when properly applied \
and used, have proved to be crent helps in .getting; at the
eause and bases of both expressed and implied troubles and I
dissatisfactions. Labor relations, which include not only
those situations in which there is no conflict, but also
includes those areas in which there is disagreement has
both industrial and milltsry applications, A ^rie-vance
is usually considered to be a situation in which the em-
ployee is dissatisfied with relations with nanagement.
In the military, the responsibility for satisfactory
labor relations Is a line responsibility. As will be* shown
later, the division officer is charged with this responsi*
bility by tiie United States l^avy Regulations I9I48. The
responsibility for satisfactory labor relations in an indus-
i4ichael J. Juoius, Personnel .-.tana/^ement, Chic&go:
Slehard D. Irwin, I95I, p. U25I
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trial concern Is both a line and a staff function.
Tha foranan in industry it usually the person inoet
closely associated with the worker, and, being in tliis
position, is uanagement's closest contact with the worker's
actions, beliefs, and attitudes. In aaost instances, standard
procedure is for the worker to first present his grievance
to his immediate supervisor. It is at this point* the first
level in supervision, that attempts are being made to handle
grievances so that they will not become added tasks for high-
er mazuigement. Similarly, in the Mvy, the division officer
is the corimissioned officer most closely associated with the
Men in his division. It is his responsibility to handle the
grievances of his men, and recommend disciplinary action
should circumstances warrant such action.^
Before proceedln^j i*urther, two definitions will \m
offered so the supervisor's and division officer's duties
and re^jponsibllities can be clarified. The word foreman
and supervisor are used interchangeably in industry, and
will be similarly used in this paper. The definition for
supervisor and foreman will be that set forth by the Munage-
sent Labor Relations Act of I9I17 as contained in section 2
2
Loo , cit .
5
Uni ted 5 tates .Navy Helsitiona l^itS , 'Aaehin ton:
United States aovernmcnt Jt'rintlng Office, 1%^, article
10i|3.

(11) a. which states:
...sny individual having authority, in the
intareet of the employer to hire, transfer,
lay off, recall, promote, discharj^e, assign,
reward or discipline other employees, or
reaponsibility to direct them, or adjust
their grie\mnce8, or effectively r^rcomsacnd
sueh action If in connection with the fore-
going exercise of cuch authority is not
Barely routine or clerical neture but re-
quires the use of independent Judgement*
The definition of division officer will be t'tiskt oon<
tainad In the Havy Regulfitions which states t^
1045 Definition
A division officer, within the meaning
of thefie regulations, is one regularly
assigned by the commanding officer to
oOBaaand a division of the ship's organisa-
tion.
1014^ Hesponsi bill ties and Duties
1. A division officer s.all be responsible,
under the head of his department, for the
proper performance of the duties assigned
his division, and for the conduct and appear-
ance of his subordinates, in accordance with
the regulations of his Commanding Officer or
other v^,up©rlors. He shell keep himself In-
formed of the capabilities and the needs of
his subordln tes and, within the limits of
his authority, he shall tsike such action as
may be necessary for the efficiency of his
division and the welfare and morale of his
subordinates, He sliall train his subordin-
ates in their duties and the duties to which
they may succeed, and shall urge them to
qualify for advanceB^ent and improve tiieir
education. He shall supress any improper
or uneeesily noise or disturbance, and shall
report to the Executive Officer all infractions
of regulfttlona, orders, and instructions which




kTo further clarify, the term division officer refers
to a regularly eonaBleeloned officer In clier^^e of • group of
non-commlseionedi men. By way of exemple, if he were the
Alrfranee Officer of an Aircraft Squadron, he would hs&ve
WlAer hie coonniind a group of structural mechanlca (netal
eialthe) and would have the responsibility of planning, or-
ganizing, and controlling their work, Bia job would be
adniniatrative in nature, and he would not, under ordinary
circuBtstanoes^ be required to actually perform nanual taakt,
ualng the tools and machlnea ooaason to the netal smith
trade • He would be aaeisted by a leading petty officer who
would help In the administrative tasks, but who would also
be one of the work jr^roup being technically qualified and
proficient in the skills required by the trade.
The situation in industry is similar. The supervis-
or's task, f r the most part is adalttlai^ratlve In nature,
and he is charged with the planning, organialnfi, find con-
trolling the efforts of those assigned to work for him.
He is assisted, in many cases, by a ./roup leader who helps
with the administrative tasks, and who, like the leading
petty officer, is also a member of the manual work group.
The position and responsibility of the supervisor and the
division officer will be discussed at gr^^^^ater length in
later chapters.
ii.
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Bingham and Moore, ^ In their writings, hava defined ,
an interview as follows. It is any conversation "directed
to a definite purpose other than the aatiefaction of the {
conversation itself." This is not the only condition to be
met by i;he process as there must be give and take between
the participants. There are other indications such as
facial expressions, geftureE, and general behavior wuich
supplement what is said. All the items mentioned contribute
to the purposeful exchange of meanings, which is the inter-
view.
This study is not intended to be a comprehensive one
of all the factors involved in labor relations as related
to the supervisor and his counterpart in the military, the
division officer. Grievances have been selected and the
part that interviewing techniques can play in getting at
the facts, so that satisfactory relations may be maintained
and areas of conflict determined enabling corrective action
to be taken. There is a striking similarity in the position
of the supervisor and the division officer in many respects,
as has been pointed out. It is expected that the informa-
tion gathered and the proposals set forth in this study will
prove to be of benefit to both industry and the military.
A better understanding of the part that inter viewlnp can
5
/alter Van Dyke Bingham and Bruce Victor Moore,
How To Interview, liew lork: idarper & brothers, 19^41* P« !•
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play in the esttbllshaMnt of good and happy relationa for
tha Individual In his working situation aay Iw gained. It
la not expected that the study will be conclusive in itself,
but It la hoped that it will form the basla for further
atudiea in thia araa.
Data and Source a of Study
Much of the inforzBation gathered ia baaad on the work
of authoritiea in the fields of industrial and personnel
aanagement. Most of the source «»terial waa gathered from
the libraries on the campus of The Ohio tate UnXveraity,
ColuffibuSf Ohio. Additional material waa obtained from the
library of the Bureau of Buaineaa Beaearch, The Ohio State
Oniveraity, Columbuac Ohio. Four field trips were taken*
three to the Bureau of Saval Personnel, Vi'ashington, D.C.,
and the fourth waa a toiir of Haval Installatlona at Meaphia,
Oreat Lakea and Glen View. The tour of the na^ml activitlea
waa made primarily to gather information for study while
at The Ohio State University, and during thia trip many
opportunities were made available to the group to study
naval persozinel practieea. Some of the information for the
Biilltary phase is based on the author's ei^r.ht years e3ip«r«
ience as a naval officer. Other data were gathered fron
current military publicationa and manuala.
Three trips were made to various nanufaeturlng con-
«•! ftn x>i t^qjltf bos ' ^aX^
n^.?.
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cerns located here in Coluisbus, Ohio. The concern* visited
were B&noo* Tlmken, and the North Anerlcan Plant, ^uch
InTorBtAtion wae gathered by talking to the pez^eonnel direct-
ore for Tlnlcen and Banco* while the labor relation section
at itorth American furnlahed imluable InrorsMtion concerning
the problecs.
Limit a ti one of the rtudy
It la not the purpoee of this study to set up a train-
ing prograni whereby an attempt would be wide to aiake a
clinical psychologist of either the division officer or the
aupervisor. Neither is it the purpose of this atudy to
determine the methods to be usee In putting the proposal
into effect. The contention is this - there are principles
and conditions thsit exist In the field of interviewing that
could be taught to the division officer and the supervisor
which would aid them in getting at the problems of their
subordinates so that corrective action might be taken* As
set forth by Pflffner* there is an area of practical
psychology that ia practiced intuitively by persons having
good hu«aan relations which could possibly be taught to
supervisors and division officera. The proposition In-
volves tiu*ee divisions; firstly* supervisors can be trained
to recognise the symptoms leaoln - to problem cases* second-
ly* that they can be trained to conduct elementary interviews*
al-i
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and Xftstly, that thej oould b« taught when to call In and
how to cooparata vlth a professional clinician* The area
with which thla study will be concerned la that of the
eleaentary interview and the propoaal for its use by the
supervisor and the division officer in the handling of
grievance matters.
The study la limited to a consideration of the part
that the supervisor plays in the first step of the grievance
procedure in both unionised and non-union! i&ed industry*
Order of Presentation
Chapter II will be a discussion of the grievance^ its
definition* what are some of its effects* what are some of
its a^iriptORS* and so forth. Chapter III will be a dis-
cussion of the prese:it status of grievance handling In In*
dustry and in the Navy, considering only the first phase of
the procedure. Chapter IV will be a diacuasion of inter-
viewing and its application to the troubled area. Chapter
V will discuss the idea that there are conditions and prln*
ciplds existing in interviewing techniques which can be
tau^t division officers th?it will aid them in working with
their subordinates* and In handling their grievances.
b
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CHAPTER II
lATDBE kUt lUfmiUMCh 0? GRIEVANCES
Introduction
Gridv«no«e liav« become a very important Issue in the
field of personnel manageoent in the past few years*
Grievances have beeoste so liaportant in unionised industry*
that those matters which have formed the basis for eosoBOn
or repeated cociplaints have been spelled out in great detail
in the negotiated contracts. In fact* one authority states
that union contracts now bulge at the &e9im» with details
for fornali&ed grievance procedures. IiSSter estimates that
there are over 100*000 labor-iaaaageinent agreei&ents signed
eacn year and that the numoer of grievances settled under
the provisions of tfie contracts probably exceeds one million*
In the year l^l^Q, under the contract between Jeneral Motors
Corporation and the United Automobile, kiri^irs^^Z, and Agri*
cultural ImplesMint tftorkers, (CIO) more tlian 35»OaO griev-
ances were filed by the workers - an average of about one
2
grievance p«r each eight employees*
1
John M* ?fIffnor. The ^'upervlaion of Personnel ,
ISew York: ?rentice*Hall inc., I95I, p. ^64.
2
Richard A, i^ester. Labor anu industrial itelatlons
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In th« icllitary too, the recognition of grl^vanoes has
proved to be of the same Importance that It has In Industry.
Although in the military there are no contra cte in which
epeclflc grlevancea are listed, disaatisfactiona can cause
the same results as they do in organized Industry. For the
most part, the ensuing discussion vill deal with grievances
in industrial situations. It is hoped to give the reader a
good picture of the industrial case, and then in the latter
stages of the discussion relate its slsilarlty and import-
ance to the military. Grievances arise in all working situa-
tions, and if the reader understandfi the application In one
situation it Is easily transferred to another.
The increased thought given to grievanees and the de-
airability of opening formal channels for their discussion
has brought about the shop steward system as it now exists
in unionised industry. In the shop steward plan, an employee
of the company, by stipulation in the union contract. Is
permitted to spend part of his working hours conducting
union business. I^equently the contract states that the
employee may carry on this union business during specified
tlKes of the work period without deductions being taken
from his pay check:*^
Dissatisfactions felt by the employee about the
company, if ttiey were esade known to management, would prob*
_
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ably t>« the mott significant elngle Index of stability.
Thla atfitamant Indicates the Importance of management's
knowledge of existing dissatisfactions In the labor force,
ffhen coBsplalata are brought out into the open, then^ they can
be the baala tor corrective action which will eliminate the
aoiurejs of^rrltatloii, Hemovlng the irritation bui lde up
the employee's confidence In the ooiipany, lnerea«>tee the




If oae were to attempt to solve the problem by
scientific methodSf then the following steps as reeosffiieruied
by Juelua are appropriate. This approach, a quasi -scientif-
ic one, involves six steps which /^re listed as followst
(1) a careful atateisent of the problen, (?) establishing a
working hypothesis, (5) collecting data, (I4 ) reaching: a
tentative solution, (5) checking the solution, and (6)
applying the solution. 5 Here a^aln the necetslty of knowing
the problem Is of rreat Importance, Employing the scien-
tific method you have to have a stateaent of the problea
before you can »tten?pt to arrive at the solution, l-nless
the problem la known, the solution cannot be found, and
u
Paul tlgors and Charles A. Myers, Personnel Adminle-
tratlon , A Point of View and a Method , Hew York: McGraw-Hill
Eoo'< Company, 19^77 p. lOVl
5
ISlchael J. Juclus, ?ersonn«8l :;;gna.<giTient , Chicago:
Richard L. Irwin, Inc., I95I, p. 15-
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Definition of Grievance
If grievances ha^e become so important, then vhat are
they? One of the authorities in the field of personnel
management haa defined grievancea « follows:
It meana any discontent or diaaatisfaction.
whether expressed or not and whether valid
or not, arlalng out of anything connected
with the coirpany that the emp oyee thinks,
believes, or even 'feels' is unfair, unjust,
or inequitable .7
The above definition is very broad In scope. It does, how-
ever, limit the grievance to the company, its policies, and
actions. If it were possible for the worker to come to
work with his mind free from all his associations - such as
those pertaining to his cultural beliefs, his inherited
tradltiona, hia fears, his hopes, and his aspirations, then
the author would accept the above definition* It does not
appear poasible to separate those items mentioned from
those Items that would be associated solely with the work
environment. In order to limit the grievance solely to
discontent with the company* there would have to be what
one authority calls two types of grievances; first, those
that are personal in nature; and second, those which he
terms "pure" grlevancee and are only associated with the job.
It appears that such a dichotomy does not exist. Such dis-
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AaagMMnt le helplei<s to take corrective action*
How can BMoagamant g«t thesa facte? »Vjaen the worker
has a grievance* he should have Keaae at imiKi which will
provide him with a channel of coi3ui.uni cations to management.
One writer states the importanoe of comniunl cations in
grievanc^r as follows
t
iiiuoan relations can only be as sound as the
personal coirauuni cation existing in the company.
^iieo personal coismuni cations break ciown« the
•aaie results occur as when national comsiuni*
cations are Impaired, Ihin^e &top igoving;
confusion exists; rumor flourishes.**
The laportance of connnuni cations In the field of grievances
cannot be overstressed. When management becomes aware of
the trouble, then it csn take corrective action, thereby
increasing the stability of the conspany.
The position of the division officer and the super-
visor In the area of grievance handllnjc: should never be
under estimated. Here is labor's closest and near^-st con-
tact with sMinagement. It is the purpose of this study to
investigate Interviewing as a technique employable for the
grievance problem. It is hoped that interviewing: will pro-
vide the supervisor and the division officer with a method
for determining the facts In the grievance problem so that
appropriate action can be taken.
\
6
^When Foreman Deals i.y.th The Worker," Factory Manap^e -











satisfactions do not appear as ssp&rate entities* and baaausa
of their Interaction, would be Inposslble to saparattt fr^.-j'^
each other. These dlsaatl afacj;l^as aritiividaocad as «mo»
tlona find attitudes, and, as such, their separation would be
extremely difficult. If not impossible. If aanagesient's
policy were to handle only those grievances th^t are limited
to company policy* actions, and associations, how then would
they set up a policy that would distinguish personal grlev-
ancea from those grievances thst were purely job associated?^
Winston's flmpllfled l^letlonsry defines a grievance
as follows}
... 1. A sense of wrong or oppression; 2, a
just or supposed ground of complaint^ a cause
for annoyance; obr*., 1, Buffering; grief; 2,
anger; displeasure; •••
•
Part two of the definition best fits the purpose of this
fitudy; however. It Is not aetailed enough to give the clear
understanding necessar;^.
There are wide variations in the flelc; of personnel
management to the dcl'lnitlon of grievance. The following
definitions will serve to show sos:e of the variations.
Smith, in his article, defined a grievance aa follows:^
A grievance is an act, occurrence, or an
attitude, elthfr expressed or iroplled re»
suiting In a real or imagined feeling of
Injustice, of havin- been oppressed or
Injured.
o
F. C. imlth, "fhope Grievances - The Bvman Approach,"
Personnel Journal
, eptember 1, 19^7 » PP» 9v''102.
9^
rmlth, ibid., p. 95.
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Flgors and Myers considered a grievance In thle manner:
A grievance is a complaint that has been ignored,
overridden, or in the employee's mind otherwise
disBdlSced without due consideration.
The above definitions were taken from the writings of per-
sons recognized in the field of personnel management. There
are other definitions of grievances. The following Is a
compilation made by the United States Department of Labor
of the various definitions given to the word grievance by
labor-management contracts. The list is not complete, and
its inclusion is only forjfche^purpose of giving the reader
a_broader understanding of the laplleaJloa_of the meaning of
grieyanoift. The usual form of the definition limits the use
of grievance procedures to either (1) matters under agree-
ment, (2) matters of interpretation or application of the
agreement, or (5) matters of wages, hours or working con-
ditions, or any combination of the three. Some of the con-
tracts make no attempt to define grievance at all, but still
discuss the matter in which they should be handled.
Grievances have usually been limited to the interpre-
tation and application of the contract. In some contracts,
it is expressly stated that changes in the contract are not
subject to grievance procedures, that grievance procedures
apply solely to those matters arising within the framework
of the contract. Listed below are some of the definitions
TO
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of grl«vano«8 contained in labor-iciinagemeDt agre«ra«nt8«
1. Any disputa* diaagraainant, or dirference
arising batwean any employee or the union
and the company may be intarpratatad aa a
grievance.
2. Any dispute aa to the meaning or applica-
tion of this agreement shall constitute a
grievance.
3. A {grievance is defined to ba any controversy,
disp .te or difference batvean the company
and the union involving- hour-s of labort
wages* and workinjr, conditions,
k.. Any employee vho has a ctnaplaint isiay discuss
the allej?:ed complaint rith his foreirian In an
attempt to settle it. <\ny coniplaint not so
settled shall constitute » grievance within
the meaning of this article, ^Adjustment of
Orlevances*,^^
As seen from the above definitions, the definition of ]PTlev-
ance can cover a wide assortment of sins. For example, the
first definition appliea to any dispute between the company
and eir.ployee or union, while the second deflrsition confines
grievances to only those areas that involve application of
the contract. The third definition is very narrow in scope,
and limits the grievance to very objectively measured items
auch as wagea, hoiirs, and working conditions. The laat
definition gives the foreman a chance to settle the dispute,
and should ha fail in this effort, then the wetter becomes
n
Collective Bar;:^ala^ng^ Provisions , Grievance and
Arbitration Frovia ions. Bulletin ^o, 906-16. United State
s
ll;epartjnent of Labor, v;asrilnrton; United i--tate6 Governffient
Printing Office, I93O, p. 8.
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mat•rial for th« grievance machlnory.
ii^OK the preceding discussion and consideration of the
various definitions presented, ^e following It offered as
the definition of grievance.
A grieTAnoe la any complaint, discontent, or
dissatisfaction, whether or not expressed and
whether or not valid, that the etaployte thinks
or believes la anfair, unjust, or inaonaiderate. ,
I
The derinition is very similar to that presented by Juclus,
but has been widened in scope* The aoov<t definition does not
limit tnt source of the trouble to the confines of tae cocapany.
In order to recognise the true significance of the
definition, it would be a good idea to break It down and
analyse its component parts. Juelua states that In discuss*
iag^^ grievances, the talk can ccnter a bomt two thlni^s. i First
of all it is possible to talk about the reaults of the grlev*
ancei, and secondly, it Is possible to talk about the thln:/,e
that caused the grievance. Take, for example, the hypothetic
cal case of Toa Ssdth who failed to be promoted to supervisor
the laat time advanceinenta were made. ^N'ow, If Tom is dis-
satisfied beca^ssQ he r^.s not pror.oted to supervisor, hi a
problem can be ais cussed In tae ensuing manner. One person
sight call the grievance SuilthU failure to be promoted,
while a second person eight call the grievance 5"r^lth*s dls-









lt«m8 and, aa thase Iteaa relate to the aac^ clrciunstftncea.
thay iBuat ?o tOi^ebher. Had not Smith cocrfplained about
falling to get tha pronotion, then there would not have bean
a grlevanoa. iiut whan_tha attitude an4_tha trouble are cops>
biiiaii*^ then tiia reaultliig jnlxtura la _a_g£l#^noe. Thia la
asauming, «a Juclua probably would do, that the grlavancejiflll
hava aoiaa bad affact on tha ooaipany in that itjrlll raault
ija_a_J^werlng_of, morale, and a lowaH^jft pf_jUi«_aft^^
12
of_Uie_jrQrk-_^roa«
f acondly, thejBOurca of the grlevanoa la not limited
to tha company boundarlaa. In a military altuatlon, tiia
source of tha oowplalnt cannot be limited to the area of
tha coirimand. It muat be ratnaaibarad that in the military
altuatlon, the enlisted sian la with you for tha duration
of hla anlltitraant. On foreign atatlons, or aboard ahlpa,
where the man are away from their famillea, tha absanca
alona will oreata many paraonnal problem* The division
officer asany tlaas haa to aasuoa the role of father con-
faaaor* giving advice and aid to tha enlisted man. In au)at
problaaa In volvlnp- family rtlationahlpa, tha standard pro-
cedure la for the division officer to refer the man to tha
oha plain* £ven t'lough tha man la referred to tha chaplain,
tha affects of the grievance are still present until tha
cauaa has been ranovad. here again, tha Indications of
12
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the grievance arc low inorjblo, low efficiency^ andjjsoor
quality work 5>uliP*it, Althou^i^h the correction of those con«
dltiona which brought about the grievance osay not be the
concern of the division officer, it ia up to him to cte
that the sailor ic referred to the chaplain where efforts
will be madt to correct conditions which are causing the
dlff ic'-ilty. ^uch effort could be in the fore of advice, a
recoBffisendatlon for leave (vacation), or d recoaaaended trans-
fer to a more favorable lorstlon.
In the indue trial bituetion, grievance arising from
conditions not umter the control of the compeny would also
have to be coneidercsd. Ho m&tter wiiat the eource of tha
trouble may be, the tyKptome will fal\«>ays be the eame. Any
time thfet there are indlcetions of low eoral^, poor luallty
of work, a lowering of efficiency, and e loss of productive
capacity, ERanagement will be concerned. sienageBent has a
choice of two courses of action. First, it can ignora ths
coianplalnt; or secondly, it can do somethlnj^^ to overcome
the difficulty. When the trcuile is outaide the control of
the company, then management can refer the man to r clini-
cal specialist in hopes thet he can clear up the difficulty.
The clinician r.ay be able to cave the man and isve the
company the expense of training s^peone to avp his place.
If the problem cannot be solved, then manasrement will have
to get rid of the indivldusl so that his attitudes and low
?x
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moral© will not spread to others In the work force,
^n the third plac«, the definition says that sn un«x*
pr«sa«d or li^plied complaiatla alao a grievance, Thla
third area J^a one of the nost important to the company . The
Implications are signs that contc corx^ective action to neces-
sary. The recognition of ijggj-i'sd grlevanceg la laportaat to
TOnag«meat for two reasons. In the handling of Ui& implied
grleiwinco, the supervisor can do much toward building up hla
15
own pr€J?tige with the work force. In his writings, "^
Gardiner stated that if the foreman can find the poiuilble
c^use of a grievance nnd voluntarily take some corrective
action* his action will be much nore appreoiatad by th« work-
era than If he took the saae action after his men had filed
the eoffiplalnt through formal channels. Any corrective action
taken after the forstal complaint haa been filed still leaves
a bad taste in the mouths of the workforce. The second
reason for the Iraportance of recognition of an Implied
grie^vAQoe la this, ^^lae sien will fall to express minor
irritations <inC will ''put up" with existing: conditions rsther
tjan sMika an i»a«» ot It* This goes not indicate thfsit they
are satisfied with conditions, but rather that they are ab-
sorblnjp; the wlnor Irritations, "oonar or later their sys-
tetna will reach the saturation point and they will explode.
15
ulen urardiner, bfcfcter i'ore«fcn;ahip « itein
Hill Boojj Cosipaay, 19i;l, ?p. 140-1+9.
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nThis ifi th« danger of th© unsxprecsed grievance. The SEjall
grievances have a cuieulative effect on the vorkerfi» effect*
Ing their output and lowering their morale • The exploding
point can be expressed as alow downs or strikes. The cuper-
via or should always be on the lookout for the tell-tale sign
of the implied grievance, and ahould atteript to make correc-
tions without being directed to do so«
The definition contains the term "whether valid or
not" and is applicable in the following manner, ihle area
pertains to those oplnionfi »nd beliefs that are held by the
workers . The dlaaatiefaction or coaplaint that jthe indlvid-
ual mxMvf Jqay^^^t^^ up in his emotions and attitudes,
and as such cannot be removed by concluding that they are
mere opinions or thoughts of the workers and as such do not
a»ount to much. Gardiner gives tne following advice to
foremen! "... a grievance is a grievance when the amn coia-
plaining thinks It is a grlevance."^^ A person can be just
as concerned with soiething he thinks or believes or
laagines to exist as he can be when the imagined grievance
actually cioca exist.
15
Juciue, op . olt », p. UJl* ®J^<^ Qardlner, 0£. cit .,
p. 50. both oV tEere authors give considerable weight
to the ieiplled grievance and lis importance to the Indus-
trial concern.
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Nature of Qrlevmncte
Sine* the entrance of the labor unions into the field
of indue trial relations in 195^» more and more attention
bAS bean given to tm_ naoe^alty for tb» gyjolt and proper
handling of grievances. Before proceeding farther the
writer has listed below some of the items thstt have been in-
dicated as grievance matters and iiave been afforded recog-
nition in numerous «ritini;?r8. It must be remembered tiriat
the list la a compilation of Items that have been expressed
as grievance matters in both texts and union contracts. The
list is by no means complete. There are myriads which could
become grievances. The Items on this list are presented
because they ere typical of grievance items in current
literature.
1. improper behavior on the part of fellow
workers.
2. Failure to asi^lgn overtime prooerly.
5* Bxeesslve number of apprentices.
4. Methods used In time studies*
5. Unjustified discharge of an employee.
6. Relatives worklmT under the foreman.
7» "Bawlinf; out" worker In front of others.
8. i^itting men on jobs for which thej? ere
not fitted.
9» Failure to promote from within.
10. Favoritism.
-^oo»'i oiia n!:>9o 9v«*i i)/;j3 ii'^A^-'^iJfiai Bon*vajti^ ai' id
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11. Giving orders without rtason.
12. Unguarded work hazards.
13. VUthiioldlng credit.
II4.. Lack of hiunan sympathetic Interest in
the worker.
15. Ignoring complaints,
Althougli there are many benefits to the formalised union
procedure for presenting grievances, the strictly legal-
istic interpretation has worked some hardships. Notice that
the grievances listed were, for the most part, objective in
the conditions that they describe, and present items that
can be measured by comparison with some set standarr* or nor-
al* The legalistic approach is splendid; that is, for the
jurist who has to decide the issue, but it is t.ot £0 good
for the worker. The legalistic approach has become so ob-
jective that the human element has been set in the back-
ground. The legalistic approach does not eliminate the
feelings, sentiments, and tensions with which the complaint
is surrounded, it merely pronounces them as Irrelevant.
This tendency of the legalistic approach forgets some of
th« characteristics of grievances which arc fear, grief.
It;
uneasiness, aiiger_, annoyance, and the like. ^ The lep;alis-
tic handling of grievances has brought about a new situa-
tion. In his book, Selekman states that now workers have
15
Benjamin F. Selekman, Labor Relations and Human
Relations
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Started to ctisguis« their gri«vanc9« 80 that they will con*
form to the apeoiflcatione that art set up in the union con-
tract.
It ia, however, nothing less than a typically
human reaction that nulllflea the unfailing
aspect of thifl expectation. Por, neculf-sa t<i
say^ workers hardly reouiln unaffected by the
crucial development that eetablis^hes the
explicit testa by which grievances will be
accepted as valid or r^'jeoted as imaginary.
Instead, just as management and union forge
the clauses of the agreement for sifting out
the legitimate froB the illegitimate com*
plaints, the workers adopt theee same clauses
as sanctioned forms of expression of all
manner of dissatisfaction, if only wage
cosiplalnts, protests against transfers, shift
assignment^!, or other 'just' causes are accepted
as legitimate, employees time and a^ain will
display remarkable facility for fitting varied
fears and resentments into approved formats
for complaining, ihey do not, of course,
ystematioally think through this device
for circumventing the rejections implicit
in legalistic adjustment procedures. Their
behavior is, r«ther, an unconscious reap nse
to the social situation created by the prevail-
ing approach to grievances.^"
Once the terois of the union conti'act have defined those
items which may ce considered as the basis of grievances, the
worker who has a complaint that does not fit into tl::.e scope
of the contract can do only one of two things. First, he
can forget about the complaint and absorb it into his sys-
tem, or secondly, he can disguise the symptoms of the com-
plaint to meet the standards set forth in the contract.
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mnttert that pertain only to wages, hours and worklnar con-
dltlona (fiea axampla on paga 16), how would an amployaa
present a grievance that was based on favoritism? In this
hjpotheticRl case, Jones thouip^t he was the one most de-
serving of the proinotion and believed that without doubt
he would get the nei» job. But on thui day that promotion
wae announced* it was not he who was promoted but rather
Smith who was assigned to the new job. Jones has a griev-
ance, his attitude la poor, the quality of his work de-
clines, but in this case the contract does not give him
grounds for true expression of his cosnplalnt. His only re-
oourse is to "doctor the evidence.** In all probability he
will complain about the working conditions. Here as^aln
the grievance pmy not be juRtlfied according to the terms
of the contract, but, nevertheless, the symptoms ^nd results
of the grievance are present and are plaguing management.
From the results of the work done at the Hawthorne
Works of the Western Electric company, Roethlifcierger and
Dickson were able to lis^_^three types of complaints that
the workers made, differentiating each aa to the content. '
The first type of coraplelnt re i erred to tangible ob-
jects la teras that could be defined by the workers or
engineers and were oapable^f being <^»»ted by physical
Tf
B. J. Hoethlisberger and >v. J. Llckeon, Manage-
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proceeses. Aa •JSMipIe of thlc type of complaint ie usually
et«t«d as followaj "the machine is out of order; tht tool
ifi too dull"; and» other similar statements. This type of
complaint is otjsctlve and is capabla of being couspared to
soBie standard or norm,
the^-^e^iond jt:^pe of^coKplalnt was not objective* but
depended partly on the aentory experience bstsed primarily
on attendant resction. A statement such as "it is too hot
in here," or ''this job is too hard" include terms that are
biologically and socially determined. These complaints
cannot be understood unless the background of the individual
BMiking the complaint is known. ' cldom could this type of
complaint be verified objectively. ?or example, a tempera*
ture of 65 degrees farenhelt may be comfortable to aoB»
people, but it may be too cold for the cojnfort of another.
Eoethlisbcrger and iJlckson's third type of coriplaint
discoverec involved the hopes and f^ars of the workere.
In order to agree on this type of complaint, it is necessary
to restate the complaint in such a way that the terms used
to describe the judgments will be acceptable to all. "The
supervisor is a bully," "seniority doesn't count around
here" formed the category of complaint t'nat was most reveal-
ing to the inve^iti gators, because it showed not only the
iicportanc© of determining what the workers felt but islso
the reasons for these feelings. In order to remedy the
i.y .1'. .-.5WOii,OJ G










conditions that caused such cosaplaints* the investigators
had to find out what the "latent content" of the complaint
was. For instance, the stateiaent "the supervisor is a bully"
was made by an employee because the (supervisor failed to
say "good morning" to the help, Fiirther questioning, how-
ever, revealed that the worker's dissatiafaction was based
on hla attitude toward everyone in authority rather than in
the behavior of the supervisor about i^oiii he complained*
Of the three types of complaints mentioned, the last
category is the most difficult to evaluate. The difficulty
in evaluation comes froic the fact that unfortunately there
is a mingling of fact and sentiment. Unluckily, this third
type of complaint, (that with the hidden or "latent content")
la the most prevalent. Skill is required to eret at the bot-
torn of the trouble, interviewing is a technique used to get
at the base of the„ hidden complaint to sec wha t» if any,
ground for cor.plaint exists.
A grievance is always a grievance, and as Smith states,
a grievance can never be completely smothered unless the
18
true caiise can be adjusted or eliminated. The saying
"an ounce of prevention is worth a pound, of cure" was never
more appropriate. Again, it is easier to put out the fire
when it is a small blaze rather than wai t until it gets to
be a "four alarm" affair, in the earlier stages it is
IB
Smith, 0£. cit ., pp, 95-102.
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probably correctly stated that Bic>et fires could be put out
with a cup full of water applied in the right place. The
analogy could be carried further, comparing the early de»
tectlon of the •y^ptow^ofjgrleva^ there j^orrection
with that of the early detection of mechanical troubles in
a delicately balanced mechanisB. Once the troubles are de-
tected, they should be remedied^ otherwise the trouble will
spread throughout the entire mechanism. The parts in the
BMclianism are so interdependent that each depends on the
operation of the other. In other words, each component part
contributes to the overall effectiveness of the apparatus
enabling it to function properly. Should one part develop
a troublCj^ the trouble will spread to other psrts, and soon
the machine will not work. A suppressed grievance acts in
the same manner.^ If the original complaint 1b recognized
and treated, then in all probability, the grievance is
cured. However, if the symptoms are not spotted or if they
are not given legal status, then the grievance will be ex-
pressed in some other manner. The trouble will spread,
and soon there will be a mal-functlon, which might very
easily result in a strike.
15
Selekman, op . cit . For an example of a case study
of a suppressed grievance see pages 86-87 in Selekman's
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Igportunct to M«naK»g»gnt
The importance of grievances to management can never
be underestimated, Grlevnoea glve^n^ Indication ae to the
overall health of the organisation. An analyala of griev-
ances can provide both the supervisor and the company with
valuable information on whlcn to base corrective action so
that labor relations can be improved. An aggrieved etnplojee
la an expensive luxury* one which most coiapanl«i8 cannot and
should not afford. In anny respects, the grievance is just
as important to management as it la to the w rker. Griev-
ance procedures can bring to sanag^atnt'a attention oondl-
tiona of which they are not aware.
The Banner In which aansg^aent handles the grievance
has ft very great effect on the norale of the coiispany em-
ployees, i'arker C. Villllams, who is director of Industrial
relations for the f^hite Motor Company* has this to say about
th. co»p«n,.. conduct of grUvnc. procedure..^"
To a reasonable employee, a grievance is a
most important matter, and the way it is
handled often Impresses the employee for
good or bad - something: lorn- remembered and
can often spell the difference leitween devel-
oping a cooperative employee and one who is
disgruntled and b*icoraee a source of trouble.
The White ;.lotor Company believes that prompt and consider-
ate handling: of grievances will maintain worker loyalty and
^
Parker C. ip^lli iams, "Ways to handle and Prevent
Orievances", i actory iianar.enient and .ielntenanoe, ieceriiber,
19l;7. pp. 2^k rf
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will prevent the employees f^ou taking their grlevanoes to
union meetings for syrripethy end understanding*
Menagenent becomes flnenci&lly involved in grievances
when they are not handled properly. Huj^n_relationa in the
induatrial situation beoonaa a very vital probla«» and tha
huiaan machine is a very delicate one which requires con-
stant attention and adjustment if it is to function proper-
ly. If the workers have grievances that are not settled and
remain sore 8pots« then production will be affected snd aan'-
agamant becomes vitally concerned, ^oue of the results of
poor iiandling of grievances &re listed aa follow»; (1) low
productivity by the work force. (2) high absenteeism, ($)
poor care and maintenance of equipment, ik) hifh labor turn-




The expression of grievances can and does serve man-
agement, if the aymptoms are recognised and are handled
properly. The voicing of a grievance brings to the atten-
tion of tsanagerrent an area of weakness which needs attention.
Corrective action can be taken in orcer to eliminate the
source of irritation. This is hii:^hly desirable in that it
results in constant itsproveinent of labor relations and
op
factory conditions.*" One of the reasons for placing r;;en
fmith, op. cit., pp. 95-102.
22 Harold B. Maynard, Lffecti ve Poremanshlp , New York:
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in foremanshlp positional aecording to Gardiner, la to h&ve
a representativa of managamant naarby so that the work force
can come to him with their questions, oomplalnta, and infor-
atlon. By doing this, the company has ita "finger on the
pulse" so to speak« and is able to change existing conditions
or explain policies so that adsunderstandings can be cleared
up.
f*urther studies of grievances can provide raanagement
with additional information* If, Cor exastple. complaints
are coming from all over the conipany, Uxen Figors and .4yer8
say that the fault is probably in some area of siajor policy.
However, if the complaints are limited to only a few areas,
then the situation indicated that either work conditions or
supervision needs attention. '^ Manageaswat should always
realize tlmt^ the haodlio^ of gpieyanoes is an expensive
and tisie-consuming proposition, ftai %iBm% supervisors eaxi
do siuch to •llmlnate uneces&ary expense involved in griev*
anee handling by early^eooi^itlpn of sympto&s and their
treatrient so as to prevent their becosiing forrellzed ccmii*
plaints. The supervisor is oanagement 's closest represen-
tative to the work altuatlon* and being In this position h#
Is best able to take corrective action to alleviate the
troubled spots.
23
Plgors and iljers, 0£. cit «. p. IO9.





It must be remembered that labor relations are hi»uin
relatione* and* as such, vill be dynamic, ilever will the
situation become static. It does not appear that there will
ever be an end to grievances. Because cf the human element*
and the pressures that it Is capable of exerting, the re-
lationships will alvays remain fluid and will be continuously
changing. The number of grievances may be influenced by any
number of factors whioh_ will keep the relatlonshlp^in a dy-
namic setting. Soaie of^j^e .contributing factorg-Jipej (1)
the militancy of the union, (2) the number of recent changes
in the wording of the agreement, (5) the rate of technologi-
cal change, (I4) the type of seniority clause, (5) the exist-
2k
enee of piece rate or incentive Bystem. Qrievanees may
be pressed that cannot be justified. In times of full em-
ployment, such as during the years of World War II, labor
unions may enco\irage their members to press jsrrie'mnces
primarily to make management aware that they still exist.
Even this type of grievance cannot be overlooked, and theee
situations must be handled just as ta/»trully as if the
25grievance actually existed.
The supervisor is management *s_clos«st representative
to the work foroe. By the nearness «f hit asaoeiation
with the^ workers, he is able to see changes In their ob"
haviors aii«l_dat#&t^-*%H.^«da» that might be Indicatlye of
24 Lester, op, cit.
, p. 265.
'-' Gardiner, op . clt .. p. 46.
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th* workers dlasatlsfaction »?lth th« exletinf; condition©.
(if the supervisor can be trained to epot these symptom©, and
than to find out what are the batlc eaueea of the difficul-
ties* he can help manafS^ement considerably by making changes
that would alter conditions that are causing ooisplainta. j
These changes, if made promptly and accurately, would help
to eliainate much of the formalised grievance procedure
and its attendant hl^^h coat to toanagement. ;4ore than Just
a reduction in cost of the grievance procecures would be
accom, llahed, for efficiency would be raised and production
would also be increased.
Importance to the Navy
The naval situation is slssilar to the Industrial
situation. / The confined quarters aboard ship, and the con-
stant twenty four hour per day association with none but
shipmates increases the likelihood of grievances arising.
The naval situation is particularly difficult because nor-
mally the enlisted man has no one outside the ?iiavy with
whoia to discuss his pribleras. He lacks the chnnce to talk
to outsiders and to get their points of view. You can
realize the dlfflcialty of the situation when you stop to
think that during.: World War II it was not at all unusual
for ships to get under way and stay at sea for as long as







the Bailor lives* eats, and sleeps with the oz>ew of the
ship. Seldom is he provided with the opportunity to unload
hie troubles, and, hence loses the chance to unburden him-
self to a sympathetic ll&tener.
Morale Is of prime Importanoe in the naval situation.
High (zorale in the naval situation is expressed in the
same manner as it is in the industrial situation. The orew
is efricieni^, und it in happy. This is tlie situation that
the coEimiinding officer etrives for, a condition that is liard
to build, and after lia .ing been built, needs conata/it
attention so that structure will not topi^le. It has often
been said that the building up of morale is a long Arid time
consuBiing process. It has been also said that the reverse
process, the tearing down of morale, i:^ a much c^ore rapid
proceL's.
k» in the industrial situation, an aggrieved sailor
is an expensive luz.ury. The same iymptoms will be In the
military situation as In tl^ iuductrial situation. The
tviaenctts of grievances and their poor handling are such
things as the following:
1. low productivity by the crew
2. poor care and saailntenance of equipment
p. low overall morale
l^. failure of people to re-enlist in the service
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Th« •rldenoe of grievances la of great Importance in
the naval situation. It is an indication that corrective
action is necessary. The grievance brings to the attention
of those in coBjmand, whether it be the division officer or
the commanding officer, that there »re weakensses in the
organisation that need correction. Corrective action can
be taken by those rr sponsible in order to eliminate the
source of the complaint. The situation in which the com-
mand ia able to take corrective action based on evidences
or expressions of complaints is highly desirable In that It
constantly strengthens the relationships between the offi-
cers and the crew, and it also helps greatly in building
and maintaining high morale.
)
fhe ^avy, too, becomes financially involved in griev-
ances that arc. not handled properly. There Is no doubt
that Improper handllnfr of grie^anees has caused more than
one sailor to fail to re-enllst. During his enlistment,
the sailor has been trained to pcrrorm a task in the most
efficient manner possible. The training can either be
accomplished by on the job methods or by sending him to
school. Schooling and training are both expensive and
should not be wasted. This means hat whenever a man fails
to re-enlist, the Havy haa not only lost a g^ood worker,
but It has loat the expense of tialaiaf" the inrilvldunl and
in addition must train another individual to take his place.
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As can bft 8e«a» grievanc^jS and co&iplalets becosie an
Indication of tha OTrarall haalth of tha organisation. ^*he
milit&rx oosasiander Ixas alwa^n* thlc to reniember - his miesicn
is to defend the United ttates from all £.ggrefi6ors - and
if there are eltuatioas in his coiaxaand th&t prevent the
craw from operating at peak performanoc, then those situa-
tiona will have to Le remedied in order that he laay fuirill
his miaaion to the best of hie ability.
The enli&tea cuaa is afrox'd^^d a ohanoe to prei>eat his
complaints to hie cooiu&nding officer, -uch procedure ie
fomal aad is siuilar tu tli« industrial procc^dure. The
procedure le tine consuming and eicpensive. Again, In tha
naval situation, speed in handling the grievance^ is import-
ant. The purpose of tliis &tudy i@ to invfcsti«^ate Kixm
possibility ox* teaching division ofricers interviewing
techniques so that they can get at tlie Tacts in the oai^t.
and taice corrective action if it is within their authority.
The division officer, like the superviator , is olose«t to
tlMjMD and can tell when the attitudes b^ih. armotions of his
aan indicate that corrective action i& indicated* In this
area the division officer can be of gr«u&t a^feistauo«« to his
Ci-'ia**ii4ndin^ officer, .it -ji <>a tiit; £»^oi* aiiu <:.b.a takw cjoi»rect-
ive action before the grievance JuilJe up to the point
where It is damagiog to t«he mox^ale of tiit> crew. Xhere are
two courses ot action open i,o tue division officers first.
.s.j::
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h« can take correctlv* action If It Is within hi a author-
ity, and saeond. If it la without hla authority, ha can
advlea hla auperlora who can take the naceaaary corractlve
action.
Aa can be saan, prlaTancea and coatolalnta are of (n:*aat
laaportanea In the naval altuatlon. They affect combat
efficiency, and In so doln^, become of vital concern to all
handa
•
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PRKSENT STATUS OF OHIEVAHC ' OCEDUREB IM THE
MAVY km IN Ih . Y
Introduotion
Th«r« arc numerous kinds of grl«vmne« machinery In
operation In Induatrj at tha praaant time. In tha union-
ised Induitry a lone » Lea tar aatlmatea that there are over
100,000 labor managaioent oontracta ai^^ned each year* Lapp*
however* la more conaervative in aatlnatlng that in the
year I9I4.5 there were 30,000 labor-management eontracta
which contained aome kind of provision for grievance hand-
ling.
In addition to the a oy9, which pertain only to
unionleed induatr^*, there are alao leany prooedurea present
in non-unionised eompaniea. The conditlona here Inetead of
being apelled out in eontracta are contained in company
anuala of peraonnel principles and policies.^
The Havy aituation ia aimilar to the non-unloniced
procedure in that the grievance procedures become a Better
1
Richard A. Lester, Labor and industrial Halations,
iiew YorktThe Mooiilillan Company, 19L1» p. Ibl.
2 John A, Lapp, How To aandla La cor Qrleyances,
Leep Hiveri l^ational Foreaan^s institute xnc, l9^5» P» ^h*
3
"Grievance Procedures in i^on-unioniaed industries,"
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of personnel policy »ithln the commend. Although not
spelled out in detail, the resguletlona Tor the Navy do
establish the right of the individual to express e griev-
anee« but leave the administrative proceduree to the dis-
cretion of the local coemiander.
Although the prooedures are many in number « they
all have a common goal - that goal being to give the employee
a channel of oomisuni cation for the expression of oomplainta
to oMnagement. The grievance procedures do« however* differ
in some respects. The two major points of difference are
theaei first, the prooedures will differ in the number of
steps outlined; and, secondly, the machinery will differ
in the details involved in the steps. These differences
are only to be expected because the size of the ecUBpany will
have a great deal to do with organization of the grievance
procedures.
The study will be concerned mostly with the details
of the first step in the grievance procedures, because It
is here that the supervisor and division officer play such
an Important part. A typical five step grievance procedure
will, however, be presented so that the reader will have a
plotura of the overall process.
drievanoe procedures for the Navy, unionized, and
non-unionized industry will be pr^ssented. in each of the
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onlj be disouteedf and t i«y will be discussed only ee they
Apply to the operative employee, '^o attempt will be made
to diecuss grievance procedures as they apply to "white
collar" workers, or eJ they apply to management when It hae
a grievance against the work force.
General Lack^ound
In the writings of Lapp, there are indications that
formal grievance procedures date back to 1892, In the year
1692, the Chicago Publishera Asaociation and the Typograph-
ical Union signed an agreement which contained the follow-
ing phrase '^that all disputes arlainf out of the interpreta*
tion of the contract should be settled by conciliation and
arbitration.** the Chicago agreement of 1^92 was followed
on a national scale when In I90I the International Typo-
graphical Union and the American liewapaper Publishers Assoc-
iation signed a contract that provided for a nationwide
plan for the settlement of disputes, recause of the hard
coal strike In 1902, the Anthracite Strike Commisalon
ordered the coal industry to establish "satisfactory meth-
ods for the adjustment of grievances that may arise from
tlBM to time to the end that strikes and lockouts may be
unnecessary.** The flint f^lass iridustry followed in I903
k^ Lapp, 0£. cit ., pp. 9-22,
4•ooctA ' IdtrH ^•q«qa»»il oMoliBmA & d noln'J Xr
wh«n they established a procesn which providtd for the
following fitepa in an attempt to aettle grlevancea:
1. The employee and hia foreman
2. The union busine^a comsiittee and the
department head
5. The buainefs coaaaittee aad the plant
auperintendent
i^. The local ^onion committee, the plant
superintendent* and his superior
5. '^he national president of the union
or hie representative, and the proper
officials of the company
6. The national joint conference whose
decision is final and binding
Following the Flint Glass Industry, the next, and probably
the most significant step in the developsient of grievance
procedures, was that contained in the agreement between
the Hart, Schaffner, and Marx Company and the clothing
workers in Chicago. The organisation of this plan, which
is one of the best, deserves detailed explanation.
In 1910, the workers in the clothing Industry walked
out of the shops in which they worked. An investigation
into the cause of the strike revealed that it was not one
single grievance that oauaed the walkout, but it was the
accumulation of a mas^ of grievances which had not been
settled. As a result of this, the Hart, Shaffner, and Marx
Company and the clothing- workers signed a contract in I9II
which contained a democratic method for settling grievances.
u• i ^JJi^JHii4A^ c»xxaa9£> ifYTaaa:; ,;(ai»a axij xr
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The company set up a labor complaints department and two
boarda, the trada board and the arbitration board, which
were to handle t^e grlavanoee of the workers. The plan
has worked eo well that the boerda are atlll In existence.
The steel industry waa slower in eetabliahlng its
grievance machinery. It waa not until the widespread
strike of 1919 that the steal industry becasa aware of the
importance of grievances. In that strike, as In the case
of the clothing workers strike of 1910, the cause was an
accumulation of unsettled, suppressed grievances. The les-
son was learned, and grievance aachinery was eatablishad In
thst industry.
During the 19^0*8, management becran to sense that
the major cauaa for their workers unreft was their own
failure to provide the workers with channels which could
be used to express their cowplainte to higher officials.
To aocossplish their objectives, maaageiRcnt set up tr.ployae
repreeantation plans to handle g^rlevances. Although this
type of plan did handle the grievance more quickly, end it
helped to reduce the arbitrary powers of the supervisor,
the workers did not have the unions ba^k of them and con-
sequently did not want to Jeopardize their positions by
using the system.
The discussion has so far carried the history of
grievance procedure tnrough the 192Q»a. The following
sa
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dlscutiion will cover the later developments of grievance
procedures and their current amplication 1q the JJavy,
unionised, and non-unionized Industry.
The presentation of grievances In Industry has bccoee
fairly standardised. In unionized industry, the process can
5
Involve fros one to seven steps. On the other ^land, non-
6
unionised procedures vary from two to six steps. The size
of the organisation appears to be the criterion for deter-
Bining the number of steps involved. 5^mall companies will
usually set up grievance proccduris that will conta5n only
two or three steps, while large firms will have contracts
or personnel policies that will stipulate six or seven steps
to be followed. Other factors which contribute to the
Qunber of steps coataixied la trie prooedures are listed as
follows: (1) the else and orgaxilzatlon of the bargaining
unit, (2) the number of managerial levels, and (^) union
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(1) The grievance is heard by the foreman
or department head end the shop steward,
together with the employee or employees
Involved.
(2) If not settled In step (1), th© fr?evance
la coneliiered by the union steward » the
chairman of the grievance eommlttec, and
the personnel manager or other management
representative selected by him.
(5) If not settled in step (2), the .Tlevance
is considered by trie entire grievance
co2Rs^ittee and the plant mana^rer*
ill) If not settled in step (5)» the irrlevance
is considered by the plant manager and
a designated repreinentative of top man-
agement (usually someone from the company's
industrial relations staff), tojr?ether
with an international representative of
the union and the grievance comt^lttee.
(5) Xf not settled in step {k)» the c'rievance
is referred to an impartial arbitrator
selected by the designated representatives
of management and tne union (or, as
alternetlve, the final step may be referring
the grievance to a board of conciliation
or meditation, with one or more represent e-
tives of management and the union and a ^
neutral merober selected by both parties.)^
The foregoing will f^^iive an idea of the eteps ahd procedures
Involved in the presentation and handlln,^ of f^rlevancea.
The discussion thut follows will not consiaer all the steps
involved In the grievance process, but will be limited to
a consideration of the first step in the chain of events.
fhe discussion will consider primarily the role that the
8
Russel L. Greei^an aruJi Elisabeth B. GreenAian,
Getting Al ing With Unions , New York: Harper k i^rothers, 191^7,
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supervisor has to play In the first step In the handling
of grievances.
Current Procedures
Hon-Unlonlsed Company Procedures . Flrct of all, in
non-unionized industry as in unionized industry, there are
differences in the scope of the meaning of the word griev-
ance* Some flrroa place no limitation whatsoever as to what
is to be considered as a grievance, while other companieB
will limit grievances and complaints to mlsunderstandlnis's
about Interpretstlon of printed manuals of company person-
nel policies. To clarify the above, the following state-
ments are quoted from a report made by the National Indus-
trial Conference Board, ^ The first Ins ance is one in which
there Is no limitation set as to what Is to be considered
as a grievance.
A grievance procedure has been established
BO that any eciployee who feels that he has
not been justly treated can bring his
complaint or problem to the attention of
management without fear of reprisal.
The second Instance is one that is quoted from the personnel
policies that have been established by a Kew England manu-
facturing company. In this case, the employer has limited
grievance procedures to those areas that involve roiainter-
pretatlon or misapplication of the established policies.
9
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The limits that are involved ere explained in a handbook
that conteina the company policy.
The handtx»ok you are now reading containa
the general personnel policies of the company
and any matters referred to in it are not
considered subjects for grievances except
on application or interpretation of these
policies. If an employee believes he has
a grievance which la actually cover* d by
these policies or other compsny policies,
the policies will be explaln«id and neces-
aarlly muat a tend.
Althougn this book contains all general
personnel policies of the company, there
are other policies and functions of manage-
ment not included which relate to trie
conduct of the company's buj^lnees. These
include regular and customary decisions
management makes at its dlacretlon in order
to carry out successfully Its job, and
these are not subject to grievance
procedure
.
As can be seen by the two above examples, there can be con-
siderable variation as to what will be considered by tnan-
ag«ment as grievance material.
The following- dlacusslon will pertain to the pro-
cedures that were outlined by some fifty-seven companies In
non-unionised indue try that were studied by the National
Industrial Conference Loard. The companies each may hnve
different wrlte-upa for their grievance procedures, but this
study Is concerned primarily with the first step and the
role that the supervisor plays In that step.
Of the fifty-seven non-unionized companies studied
by the Board, forty-nine of the companies had policies
whereby the aggrieved employee first presented his complaint
^4
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to hl« Isunedlate supervisor. The other coas: anles were
divided as follows: two cofflp&niee had their enployees
report their complaints directly to their department heads,
another two companies had their workers report their griev-
ances to employee representatives who dlacuased the leerits
of the grievance with the eciployec. and another two coatpan*
lea had the aggrieved laborer report his complaint directly
to the plant superintendent. In the remaining two companies,
the grievance was reported to the factory manager In one in-
stance, and, in the second inst&nce. It was reported to a
junior executive. In the laajority of the eases, the super-
vleor was the first management representative to whom the
aggrieved employee presents his complaint. There ere var-
ious reasons for this scheme. First of all, if the super-
vlaor were to be by-passed, there would be considerable
loss of pr<; stlge in tne supervisor force, in the oecond
place, it la desirable to have the supervisor handle the
dlasatla factions first because the nature of most of the
grievances Is such that he can settle the majority of them
with a aainimum loss of time. There are exceptions to the
"foreman first" rule, and some of the companies waive thla
rule under special circuaistances. An example of the special
circunstance would be when the woi^ker believes the foreman
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ar« examples of th« grievance instructions published by
various companies. in tha first caae^ th« worker la
advised to po directly to his supervisor to discuss the
complaint.
First go to your foreman or supervisor
and discuss the matter with him....
The second set of instructions explains to the worker that
It is the supervisor's responsibility to aid in settling
grievance matters.
If thinps occur in the plant which trouble
you go to your foreman first, it is part
of his job - to help you in such siatters....
The last exatraple is one in which the laborer is perffiitted
to by-pass the supervisor.
If you have a grievance, you should take
it up with yoior supervisor • but if & case
arises where you cannot take it up with
your supervisor, you way go to the person-
nel department representative.
Of the forty-nine companies which had provisions for pre-
aentation of the grievance first to the foreman, four of
the companiea gave the aggrieved employee the option of
taking his complaint first to a member of tne employee coun-
cil or labor-manageaent committee. The committee member
counseled the aggrieved worker and, if requested, presented
12
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In forty-a«v«n of the fifty-seven companies studied*
« worker could have a fellow employee pret^ent his grievance
for him. This was done because some of the workers thought
that a store articulate representative would be better qual-
ified to present the complaint and would be more likely
to get a favorable ecttleisent. -^
As can be seen, the forerjin or supervisor play a
vwry important part in the handling of grievances in non-
unionized industry. In eighty-six per cent of the companies
studied, the foreaaan was the first nanacement repre {tentative
to receive the grievance. In fact* the foressan was such an
important person that the cooperating cotnpanic^s in the sur-
vey presented the following suggestions in order to help
the foreman in his Job of grievance handling.
1. Be available to the aggrieved as soon
as possible.
2. iVovide a confidential setting for the
discussion.
5. Lt't the worker speak first. Don't Inter-
rupt or *explode».
I4.. 3et the whole story. Assemble all the
facts.
3. Don*t stake snap decisions or prorraises
that can't be kept. iT an Immediate
answer is Impossible* tell the employee
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6. Weigh alternatlvfj •olutlona. Analyee eadi
in t«rm« of company policy and employae
jr.orale. Select the beet alternative. If
neceesary, consult with superiora, ualng
proper channel b.
7. Inform the employee of your answer. Acknow-
ledge the facta that support hla caae. Supply
the facta about which he Is Ignorant or lacks
understanding.
8. End the Interview on a pleasant note. If he
la 8t511 dlaaatisfied, Infonr; him of his
right to appeal higher.
9» Check up on the employee *» progrtss i^nd
morale after the case has been closed.
10, Carry out any prowl sea involved in the
solution. 1*1^
The foregoing Hat explaina fully the importance of tha
aupervieor in the handling of grievance caaea. In this in-
stance, the aupervlsor uses the interview method to get
the facts of the caae ao that he can take Appropriate
action in solving the problem.
UnionlEed Goaapany iTocedures . As in the non-union-
ized Industry, there are several forms which can be used by
the aggrieved worker to present hla grievance to his fore-
man.
There are differences in opinion as to whether or
not the employee should be peradtted to present his griev-
ance personally on the first step of the proceedings. The
union would like to participate in the c^levance machinery
m.
Ibid., p. 11.
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in all the steps in order to insur* unifora «nforces«nt
ftnd #qui table administration of tba contract. This, how-
ever, is not the only reason for the union's desire to
participate in the first step of the grievance procedure.
They state the following as some of the reasons for the
union steward to be involved In the first step: (1) he is
best qualified to represent the worker and will pet the
best settlement, and, (2) the union should have the oppor-
tunity to ecrean all complaints so that they could screen
out unjustified oomplaints thereby saving valuable tiiae. -^
In addition to the above reasons for the union' e desire to
participate, Ffiffner lists the following: after aggressive
and militant unionism has won a long and hard fought
battle with an industry not previously unionized, the re-
lationships between the company and the union will remain
militant and filled with distrust for many years, and in
these circumstances the union will do everything In its
power to cement its relations with the employees. The union
will want to be pre£!ent at all grievances procedures so
that they can prevent any attempt by raanagement to drive
16
a wedge between the workers and the union. The union is
15
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• V6r fearful of manaf^cnent atterptlnp: to gain the worker*
loyalty at tha expftne© of loyalty to the union.
Tha order of prf^sentation of the grlevanca diXfara
In union contracts* In most all the cases, tha supervisor
is Involved in the first step, and, as in non-unionized
Industry, becomes a very Important meriber in the processing
of f^'levanccs. The examples below will give the reader an
idea of how grievances are presented in unionised industry
and of the lasportant part that tha aupervitor >>laya in tha
handling of grievances.
Section I. Any employee, or group of ew-
ployeaa having a grievance shall first
present it to a committeeman who shall
Immediately present it to a department
foreman In the presence of the aggrieved
employee or group of employees; collect-
ively they shall rcake every reasonable
effort to effect a settlement satisfactory
to tha aggrieved employaa or group of
astployeaa. . . .^7
Tha following is the manner In which the first step was set
up in a contract involving the Lindarme Tube Company of
Euclid, Ohio.
2. First Step. This is the informal stage
and a grievance may be handled by an er^ployea
and his foreman or through a member of the




Agreement between the Houghton Lie c trie Company
and United Automo.ile s^orkers AF of L Toledo, Ohio, May
12, 1950.
16
Agraeaant between Linderme Tube Company and
Federal Labor Union AF of L, Euclid, Ohio, Jan. II4., I9I4.7.
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The following contract permits th« foreman and tha aggrieved
party to attempt to settle the grievance in an inforisaX way
before resorting to the formalized steps.
Step !• An enployee (or group of easployees
)
who aas not boen able to adjust an alleged
grievance in an informal way, shall present
such alleged grievance in written form to
his foreman and discuss it in the presence
of the appropriate Grievance Coasaitteenan*
if the employee Involved so elects...,*^
The contract with the Martin-Parry Company sets up the
grievance amchinery in the followlnf^ manner.
Section 1. An employee having a grievance
shall first present it to the departsaent
steward. If the department steward believes
the employee to have a real grievance* same
shall be reduced to writing In triplicate
form and presented to the foreaian o£ the
department. The foreman, the employee, and
the steward shall raake every reasonable
effort to effect a settlement, satisfactory
to the aggrieved employee 2o'
The F. K, Lawson Company gives the foreman the first chance
to attempt to settle the grievance.
27. Should any eirployee believe he or she
has been unjustly dealt with, or that any
provision of thle agreement has been violated,
the case should be taken to the foreman,
superinten'^ient, and next higher officer of
the company, each in his respective order,
by the shop comsiittee.^l
^ Agreement between The Ami* Steel Corp., Ashland
Division, and The tnited :; teel ^^orkers of America, 19i|.b.
20
AjR^reement etween the 4artin-irarry Corporation,
Toledo, Ohio and The United Automobile, Aircraft and
Agricultural implement iiorkers of America, June 1, 191-8.
21 Agreement between The F. H. Lawson Company and
The International Assoc, of Machinists, Polishers, and
buffers, for I9SO-I95I.
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The \mion agreement between the Tlwken Holler Bearing Comp»
eny and the ignited r>teel Workers of Aineriea dieeueeed the
handling ol grievances in th« following aanner.
Any employee who has a complaint may dlscuea
the alleged complaint with his immediate
eupervlsor in an attexpt to adjuet it. Any
such complaint not eo ao justed shall consti-
tute a grievance within the manning of thin
article Adjustaent of tirievanceal »^^
As can be seen, the procedures to be followed in the union
contracts are numerous, and In each of the cases mentioned,
the foreman is involved in the first step. In a study
recently completed by the U. S, Department of i abor, '^ num-
erous procedures for the presentation of grievances were
depicted, but, in no case did the procedures outlined for
the first step by-pass the supervieor. It is fair to
assume that the supervisor is Involved in the first step
in almost all systems devised for the handling of griev-
anoes*
A study of the union contracts on file witin the
Bureau of Business Research, the Ohio State University,
ColiiXBbus, Otiio, revealed that in ?Qb union contracts out
of the available 595, the aggrieved employee and the foreman
were the two people involved in the first step. Although
this 53> in unionized industry la not so hij.>h ae the 86^
25
Agreement between The Timken Holler bearing
Company and The United cteol fiorkers of America, 191^7.
J. S. Department of Labor, o£. cit ., pp. 1;5-1^.
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for non-unioni&ed inuustry, the poroentag* la atlXX lM»
pr«»aive. 1'h« figure becones very impreaaive when one etopa
to think that it becomea poaeible to proceea grievanoea ^^%
of the tine without union representativ&e being involved
in the proeesa*
The above preaentation will give the reader an idea
of the grievance proceedinga aa they are carried out in the
first step in unionized industry* Aa in non-unionized in-
dustry, the bupervisor for unionized Industrial firms becox&ea
a very important managerial representative in the handling
of £rievance8.
Ijaval Grievance i:'rooedurea
The grievance procedures for the military are asoat
like thoae of the aauill industrial concern. Ab mentioned
before, the grievance procedures are eatabllahed by each
coBwaodinir officer for the organiEatlon tftiat he eooHUiift.
Wie^authority for the ettRbllahment is contained in the
following' article contained In the Uavy Rep-ulatlons,
0709 The Comiaanding Officer
!• Use all proper meana to promote
the BKJrale, and to pp^strve the morale
and spiritual «ell belnp of the personnel
under hia cocnaiand*..,
•».. 3« Afford an opportunity, with
reasonable restrictions ats to ti»e and
2C
United States Government Printing Office, Article Q709.
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plince, for the personn«l of his comrr;and to
make requeata* reports « or stat^r.ents to him»
and shall Inaura that they understand the
procedures for oaking such raquesta* reports,
and stste^'ents.
the procedure to follow out the above requirements ia gen-
erally left to the oomsandlng officer* a di£cretlon. The
standard proce^dure is for the coiamanding officer to estab-
lish a request aeAst. This means that the personnel of
the cosomand are made aware that any complaints, grievances,
or requeats that they have can be nade known to the ooBnnand-
ing officer by the followinA' process. IfA form Ifi made avail-
able to the individual deairing the request swat. On th«
form the sailor states the nature of his complaint or re-
quest and presents it to his division office for signature.
The division officer looks at the complaint, talks to the
man, and returns the fiiu;ned form to the sailor, fhe man
next presents the form to the Administrative Officer, who.
In turn pressnts it to the Executive Officer. The i>xecutlve
Office a vises the Commanding Officer of the sailors request
BASt form and makes an appointment for the sailor to see the
coaaianding officer where the nature of the reason for the
request can be aired*
The annual inapection by the Jiavy In&pector General
affords another opportunity for the men of the comBend to
present ^ievancee. During this inspection, a special
office is established where all l:iands are permitted to
,4,^ , -5. AM .-t-ftLrrai arf;} r*n!-ll»«fc Xofbhr o^ aid*
-•H ^© ,J4lli^X^«04> din lo «iiJJ*n taJ ajiuajs iUAtJ*a ©rt^ »""^
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prtts«nt th«lr trouble* and complaints without fear of re-
prisal* The identity oT the person presentini^ the grlev-
anee la never revealed. The local commanders are advised
of the grievanoea ao tiiat they can take appropriate action.
The purpose of this type of method for expression of
grievances is to give the individual with the suppressed
grievance a chance to air the complaint. In as ctuoh as his
identity remains concealed* he haa no fear of reprisal.
Importance of the First Step In Orlevanee i'rooedures
The very first step in the grievance procedure is
usually a very Informal one in which the employee presents
his complaint to his iiaaediate supervisor. The complaint
is presented Informally and an oral discussion follows. In
nany caaes, the supervisor who is approachable and who
listens BjrxRpathetlcally to the complaint can settle most
grievances on the spot. Lapp estlii|&_tejL_tfaat nine-tenths
are^settled directly by the foremmn if he has the power to
effect the settlement.^^ areene also indicates that "about
ninety per cent of all ^Tievances that are brought to the
attention of the foreman are settled in tbis first stage. "^*^
In his discussion of the riist step In grievance procedures,
Lapp ' points out that the first presentation of the grlev-
"?5
Lapp, 0£. clt., p. 91
^** Greene, o^» clt ., p. 99.
"^ Lapp, o£. clt .. pp, 90-91
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anee is usually oral« but it can be written. If the settle-
iMnt is icade by the supervisor, no further action is nec-
•ssary* and no written record is made of the complaint. It,
however, the dissatisfaction i» not settled by the super-
visor, then, in the majority of the cases, the grievance
for the first time is reduced to writing and is referred
to the next step in the process. Th« employee with tha
complaint has the option in union contracts of either pre-
senting the complaint alone or accompanied by the union
steward, but as was previously pointed out the employee
presents the grievance by himself in the majority of the
oases*
The importance of the supervisor in handling griev-
ances in the first step has gained legal significance by
the passage of the Labor -Ma nagei&ent delations Act of 19i4^7
which modified section 9(«) ^^ the i^ational Labor Kelations
Aet to read as follow..
:
Provided, That any individual employee or
group of effiployees shall have the right at
any time to present grievances to their em-
ployer and to have such grievances adjusted,
without the intervention of the bargaining
agent, ae Ion/? as the adjustment is not in-
consistent with the terms of the collective-
bargainin;: contract or agreement t .en in effect;
i^rovlded further, that the barsralning represen-
tative has been given opportunity to be present
at such agreement.^o
?B
Act Of June 23, I9I4.7, Public Law IQl, Both
Congress 1st Session.
w'iJ-J-VX * -ui.' W, ;i
-'
.1 '1 -. ^ ,
*
-I
nol; •ii;^ lo (a)9
i) 1«^c
n.9
Ihia eaetlon has been interpretated by manageicent
to nean that it should hav« th« prlvllaga of t>eln£ present
29
at the dlsousaion of grievances by employeea. The result
has been thia* In moat eaaes, an employee or a group of
enployeea present a complaint directly to the supervisor
with or without the union steward. The provisions of sec-
tion 9(a), however, still provide that the union be given
the opportunity to be present, and that the action taken
by the company be cons if; tent with the terms of the contract.
As was pr<^vioualy indicated, tae supervisor and em-
ployee were the only participants in the first step in the
grievance procedure in '6C% of the time in non-unionized
industry* rased on the information that it gathered, the
Sational Industrial Conference board stated that In thirty-
eight out of the fifty-seven coia^.^niea cooperating, "JO^
to 85% of the grievaneea were being settled in the first
XQ
step of the grievance aiachlnery.''^
As has been indicated, the majority of grievances In
industry are being settled in the first step. What are
some of the principles being used to accotQplish this end?
How are aupervisora oelng trained to handle this task?
if the supervisor can settle grievances at the first level,
J-^
Bulletin 906-16, U.S. Department of Labor, 0£,
cit ., p. 16.
30
National induR trial Conference Board Inc.,
op . cit., p. Id.
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and thereby reduce eoet of carrying the grievance further
in the process, certainly the methods used deserve sone
study.
Grievances are evidenced eXao In the Hairy. In the
following chapter, a study w*ll be made of the methods
used by supervisors in solving their grievances, it is
hoped that the methods will have factors which can be
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CHA?TLR IV
HffERVIhWIMO km ITS APPLICJITIOHS AHD
USE IS THL i^IHST STEP in ORIEVASCE PKOCEDURES
Backeroixnd
Before discussing Interviewing 2Bt:thod8 and miles,
it is sppropriate to have a practioal knowledge of sosie of
the uses that Industry has swde of the interviewing
technique, and the importance of this device in dealing
with grievance cases.
One must realize that there are similar situations
in both unionised and non-unionized industry* that ereata
conditions favorable to the settlement of grievances at
the first level of supervision. As i^llliame states,
"friendliness and sincere interest in the welfare of an
individual is not yet barred in any collective agraement
with Which I mm familiar," The foregoing statement will
serve to indicate management's awareness of the human rela-
tions problem Involved in the industrial relations scene.
It also sarwes to indicate that management han become aware
2
of the dignity of the Individual. Alex Bevelas shows
Parker C. Wllliama, "Vsays to Handle Grievances,"
Factory ^lanajcrement and Maintenance , I/ec. 19U7» P« ^5k'
Alex Bevelas, "Role i^lsyin*?, and Management Train-
ing," Soclatry , June, 19ii7. P» '^^3*
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in his writings that the greatest source of msnegement*8
trouble can be traced to poor handling of human relatione
problems that exist within the company. «ianagement has be-
come very much interested in this problem and has set about
to solve it. Evidences of the advance th^t management has
isade is seen in the great number of grievances that are
now settled in the first step of the grie^mnce procedure.
Management has realised that the supervisor is Its
closest representative to the work foice« and, as such, the
supervisor has been impressed with the iKiportance of getting
grievances at the first level of supervision. The Personnel
Journal for DeoeKber, 19U9* contained the following etate*
aents
It is your (supervisor) responsibility to
close out at your level as many issues as
you possibly can.^
k
Gardiner, in his discussion of the grievance problem,
likewise points out the importance of the role that the
forensan plays in the settlement of co];nplaintr>. He points
out that the supervisor is the logical manareBtcnt repre-
sentative to handle grievance oases and cites as his reas-
ons the following factors.
"Grievances and The llew Supervisor," Personnel
Journal, i^eceiaber 13k9» P» 2i4,8.
^ Glenn Gardiner, How To iianvile Grievances , liew
York: illlott Service CoBii>any, 19CJ7~P»*Tii
uiifods i*« aaii tMB a*Xd««K| sliia ai T^*v mioo
• ••itfb»»9tit —amfli^ fA q«;}t doittl end tit 6«Ii##tt »Mi




!• Th© supervisor la the worker's Iramedlat*
boss and henee is in the beat poaltlon to
Judge the validity of the complaint.
2. The supervisor or foreman la In a position
to take Imisedlate action if the correction
or solution lies within the scope of his
authority,
3. The supervisor should be given the first
opportunity to settle the grievance before
it is taken over his head. This -Ives the
supervisorial Job more prestige,
Jl* The supervisor should take care of the
problems of his workers because it will
create a better feeling betneen the super-
visor and the workers if he settles the
problem, rather than letting someone higher
up la the organisation effect the f<ettlement.
5* The worker sho Id have the privilege of
appeallnf' the supervisor's decision should
he not be satisfied with the settlement.
To suzsmarlze, managezsent has become aware of the
Importance of the position of the foreman, and the contri-
bution that he can make in the prompt settlement of griev-
ances. The foreioan is in a position to settle most of the
coaplaints, or, if he is aware of the syiaptoas of grievances,
take corrective action which can r<Bi>ov€ the source of the
irritation.
Current Industrial Practlcea
If, as has been stated. Industry has realized the
importance of the role that the ^.upervlBor plays in griev-
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hMV9 b«en glv«n to Toremen and supervl&ora concerning the
hfindllng of complaint* and grievances?
The examples listed below are based on instructions
contained in manuals published by th€ various companies for
use by thslr supervisors.
The 5iocony-Vacuu» Oil Company, Inc., of !•» York has
published a supervisor's handbook contalnlnfj the following
Instructlone regarding the handling of coffjplalnts.^
l^. Discuss anc^ settle employee problems as
they arise.
'?^o«t employee problems can bo settled
fairly and quickly if the supervisor will
give then liasedlftte and conslcerate atten-
tion. An approach which hae been used
suoccasfblly by laany supervisors le sug-
gested for this kind of situation.
a. Get The Facts. - Review the reoord-flnd
out what policies, rules,
and customs apply-talk
with the individual con-
cerned-be a ^^ood listener-
get the whole? story.
b« V«igh and Declde-Check practices and policies
fit the facts together-con-
alder their bearing on each
other-consider what courses
of action are poseible -
consider effect on individ-
uals and group-don *t jump
at conclusiona.
G. Take Action - Do you need help in hand-
ling? -*rj atch the timing of
your act ion-don 't pass the
buck-explain clearly the
reasons for your action.
_
Supervisor's handbook . Industrial Kelatlons and
Training, Eastern iViarketlng, i ocony-Vacuum Oil Co,, Inc.,
April 1949, pp. 9-lQ.
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d. Check Results - How soon will you follow
up? how often will you
ns6d to cheok? »<at ch for
changes In attitudes and
relationships - I^ia your
action solve the problem?
The Aluminum Company of America also publishes s book-*
let for use by their foremeo and it contains the following
information. The Instructions list four areas involved in
the handling of complaints. Only two of the areas will be
presented^ the others will be omitteci because they repeat
sections b, c» and d, of the above procedure.
Remember when handling: grievances check
these points.
1. Keceive the grievance well
Give the man a good hearing
Give him your full attention
Lon't Interrupt
Ask questions
Aak your iii&n to repeat his story
Hepeat the essentials in your own words
Assure him of prompt action
2. Get the facts
Check every angle
Check company policies and practices
Check labor agreement
Jbxanine employee's record
Swift and Company had prepared a guide for use by
their foremen which, although not as detailed as that pre-
pared by the Aluminiwi Cor.pany of America, ciots j^lve sound
advice. The second, third, and fourth steps In the in-
structions have been omitted again because they are similar
Handlinp Grievances, Training I^epartment, Fereonnel
Division, Aluminum Company of America, p. 9.
(^






to tho^e quoted above.
1. Gtt the facts
a. review the record
b. Encourage the employee to tell nls story
€• Lifiten, dlacuse, don *t argue « get
opinions stKi feelings. <
Am will be seen later, when Interviewing methods and rules
are discussed, the above instructions, although they do not
aMntion interviewing specifically by naae* do» however, usa
taohniquea established for interviewing.
The foregoinf; procedures were obtained from unionized
eompanies. Thore are likewise standard procedures being
followed in non*unlonized industry. In the coa&panies
studied by the iiational Industrial Conference Board, the
eooperators sugge&ted ten ^^neral rules for handling griev-
ances. The rules were listed in Chapter III, and, there-
fore, will not be repeated here.
'^hen the people concerned with this aspect of labor
relations were interviewed at the Banco, Timken, and Horth
American plants In Columbus, hlo, it was learned that
the procedures followed in handling grievances fitted
very closely to the pattern already described. At the Banco
plant, ^. L. E. Lenengood, the periBonnel uiroctor, indi-
cated that, although the superviaors were not given formal
training in interviewing techniques, he and his assistants
7 iimployee Helations , Swift and Company, pp» 2ii.»2Q,
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did give them informal Instruction in Interviewing tech-
niques, lie was pleased with the results of the Informal
training, stating that in the past six years his company
had had leas than 1^0 written oocnplaints. He also said
that in the majority of the cases that the foreman and the
aggrieved employee were able to settle the complaints at
the first level of supervision. He attributed the success
in settling grievances to the Informal training given to
the supervisors, and said that at a later date he would like
to establish the training on a formal basis.
The procedure followed at the Timken FRctory, es
explained by a'ir. Fink, the factory personnel manager, was
similar to that followed by Hanco. Here again the training
was informal and the procedures described conform to a
great degree with those set forth in most instructions for
conducting Interviews. Mr. Pink did not have statistics
available that would Indicate the success of the Informal
methods in solving grievances at the first level of super-
vision.
During a conversation with Mr. Dean Chatlin, who is
in the industrial relations section at the North American
Aviation Plant in Columbus, it was learned that their fore-
sen were given formal training in the -andllng of griev-
ances. During their eighty hour course, the supervisors
are taught interviewing techn iques and t leir application
^dm9$ afllw»lTi»dai ni aotSoui^tnl bib
XanqAoa eljE a^tet xis i»aq mi^ al . ninlai^
bias obIm . iSnitklq.aoo aij;JZiw O^X nari^ •««»X barf bad
;tA ai^iIaXqmoo 9r<^ dXiias oii aXcfa aiaw ^«^ oa bavai'XM'
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to the grl«v«nce situation. The «up«rvisor» also dlscuaa
th« handling of grlavanof^s In achaduled maatlnge which ara
not part of th« aighty hour training; course. There la also
a plant publication In which actual grievancea are written
up. 'the foremen then discuss the write up of the case and
the manner In which It was handled.
The Worth Aaftplcan Company had two separate griev-
ance ayatena in operation* one prescribed by the union
agreement, Rnd a second that wae dtsl^rned to hendle those
grievances that were concerned with things not stipulated
in the union contract. The company Is well aware of tha
importance of grievances and the necessity of providing the
workers with a channel of ccnsiuni cations to top Bianap:eEient.
In addition to the companies already a^ntloned, the
following firsai also train their supervisors In Interview-
ing techniques. Role playinitr p^ethoda, which involve inter-
viewing techniques, are used at the Johnson and Johnson
Company, the American Type Founders, Inc., the Armstrong
Cork Company, and the Harwood manufacturing Company.
Margaret £-«rron states tliat role playing is used because
**the interview Is essentially an unrehearsed play in which
the two persons involved are both playwrights and actors
8
"Handllni? The Grievance ^roblea by Hole Playing,"
Business Week , April 9, I9I49, pp, 96-IO5.
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and the psychodraBiH is pcrtlculsrly approprlat*."^
In the dlBcueaion that followa, a brlaf account of
the methoda and rulee to be followed In interviewing will
be presented.
Methods of Interviewing
Thla study will consider the two general and broad
approachee to Interviewing - the directive approach and
the nondirective approach. The two approaches are very
broad in scope and it would not be advisable to coniPider
their many facets. A brief des^cription of each type of
approach will be presented followed by the general rules
which apply to all interviewing.
Dirfcctive Type Interview . The title ^Mlrective
type interview" is Misleading. The significance of the
title is more in the nethoo uFed in the Interview than In
anything elee. It Is best to think of "directive" ac an
approach to Interviewing. Pflffner etates that in the
directive type of interview, the interviewer assumes values
and goals, and tries to direct the subject toward them.
This approach is much old* r than the nondirective ap-
proach, and is authoritarian in nature. The directive
type of Interview aesuwied that intellect, diagnosis, and
Margaret E. l^arron, "i^olc Practice in interview
Training," Sociatry , June, 19^7, p. I98.
John V. Pfiffner, The 1 upervision of Personnel
,
Mew iork:xrentlce-Hall inc., I93I, p. 357,
J^ii-
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understanding vould lead th« person being interviewed to
attezDpt self correction. Iflffaer, however, points out
thftt the raejor weakness In this type of Interview, the
dlrfcctive. Is that It does not take Into account the person-
el SKOtions and the part thet they play In the situation.
Juoius has further divided the directive Interview
Into two categories - the planned intervle* and the pattern«
ed interview. In the planned Interview, the Interviewer
plots out a definite course of action* They can either
formulate their plans in wrltln? or make mental note of
the goals that they have set* The goals that the Inter-
viewers set can be such thinfirS as (1) the inissjon of the
interview, (2) how they will conduct the interview, (5)
what information they want to get out of the interview
and ihr), the time to be allotted for the interview. The
information to be i.-athtred from the compla Intent is pained
by askinp well planned questions. The Interview is planned
to be flexible, and can be permitted to deviate «.jlthin
certain llmltationsi however, when this does happen the
deviation and its limits are known, and the interviewer
smat know how far he has perialtted the person to wander
off th« charted course. Juclua further states tliat thie
type of Interview is within the capacity of almo£$t all
executives and personnel staff siembers.
n ~iiichael J. Jucius, Personnel ^anacement, Chicago;
hlcliard L. Irwin, I93I, pp. 176-179.
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Th« patterned type of Interview is •inllar to the
planned type; however. It le planned with raueh more care
and exactitude. The interviewer usually hae a Hat of
queationa that he will present to the individual during
the course of the interview. The queations do not have to
oone In order, but they will be covered during the course
of the interview. The patterned interview require* more
•kill than doea the planned, becauee answers given by the
individual lauat be analysed by the Interviewer during the
discuaaion, and, should circiuoatances indicate, further
questioning into the area of aignificance should be follow-
ed. To carry out this type of interviewing, the man must
be competent, and he lauat be able to draw the deaired in-
forBMtion out of the person being interviewed.
The ison-directive Approach . The non-directive
interview is tne type used by Roethlisberger and his assoc-
iates while they were oonductinj.: their experiments at
the Hawthorne Plant of the Western tlectric Com any. Lur-
ing the last few years, isueh publicity has been given this
method of interviewing. The usual application in industry
is to have trained counselors assigned to certain areas in
the factory and for them to visit the workers periodically.
The counselors are not members of manageisient and must
neoeasarily keep wiiat is told them in strict confidence.
lY
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The method u«ed in this type of interview 1» to
p«rait trie Interviewee to spout hl» emotlone unlnterrupted-
Ij, efter which he will usually cone to a sore analytical
12
fraaie of mind and reveal the true cause of his complaint.
As the discussion continues, the person will continue to
talk and soon will be sugrestinf? the therapy required for
his own case. Of course* the interviewer has to be trained
to interject information into the conversation without in-
jecting his own opinions
•
Pfiffner further describes this as the "catharsis**
type of interview, in which the man is permitted to say
anything that coraes into his aind. This fact that the
individual can talk to a sympathetic listener has value
in itself.
Juoius states that this type of interview requires
a much higher type of interviewer and requires mueh nor«
planning.^ When the interviewer is skilled at supplement-
ing the conversation with gentle and unobstrusive bite of
information, the interviewee will develop Insight into him-
self and his problems and will provide diagnosis and treat-
ment for himself. ^*^
^^ Pfiffner, o£. cJt ., pp. 337-55B.
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Based on th« Information gathered at the Hawthorne
Plant, Roethllsberger deviaed the follnwlnp, rxxleB to help
the interviewer In hla job. Be alao aays th&t theae rules
apply to the first line supervisor as well as to the higher
executive, in their relation to individuals during face
IS
to face contact. -^
1. The supervisor should listen patiently
to what hie subordinate has to say with-
out making any cooment.
2. The supervisor should refrain from hasty
disapproval of his aubordinatea conduct.
5. Do not argue with your subordinate.
i^.. lo not pay exclusive attention to the
xuanifest content of tne conversation.
3* Listen not only to what the person wants
to say but also to what he does not want
to say or cannot say without asslatance.
Perhaps rulea four and five should be further explained In
order to realize their true significance, (inder rule four,
there is a tendency to rationalise sentiments, and, if
the participants are not caref\il, they will becosM more
interested in the truth of the rationalizations tl^ian in
16
the sentiments and feelings being expressed. Under rule
five, Roethllsberger found out that it was difficult for
people to talk sibout things which were unpleasant to them.
15
F. J. Roethllaberger, Mana-en.ent and Morale.
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and h*nee many sentisQentfi and faalings tanded to rataain In
the background of a parson *c thinking and ht nexer coneldejca
or la aware of thfttt. He states that it la Important to
listen to what a person regards as obvious* as there assump-
tions are of great laport&nce in aasessing a person's values
and significances. ^
The two broad areas In the field of interviewing have
been presented. The next discussion will cono<brn those
principles and rul^is thst are sppli cable in the interview-
log situation.
Rules For Interviewing;
In understanding the rules and their application
to interviewing* you siuat resiesiber that the interview can
perfora three main functions. It can be used to gain in-
fornatlon from people, to Instruct them* or to influence
or motivate them. ' The third condition mentioned also
contains theraputlo value. The techniques of interviewing
must be adapted to meet the need of the situation at hand.
The rules which will be presented will be general rules
and will be applicable in most all interviewing: situations*
Most of the rul«6 are self explanatory and hence will need
no further elucidation*
17
Valter Van Dyke Magmas and Bruce Victor ^oore*
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The prlnclplea to be followed in the interviewing
proceas will be divided into two areas. The firet area to
be conaidered will be that concerned with the planning for
the interview.
fiinghaa and Moore^^ in their writings Hat some of
the followint; as iniportant procedures to be followed in
the preparation for interviewing. First of all, the inter-
view must have an objective. Sometimes in this first phase
It is necessary to clarify your thinking, and this can be
done by writing out an outline of the purpose to be served
by the Interview, i'vext, after the purpose of the interview
has been determined* an appointment should be made so that
valuable time will not be wasted* This should be followed
by securing information about the person who is to be
interviewed. The interview should be conducted in privacy,
and in the planning phase you should oAke the necessary
arrangements to secure suitable accoiMOdations for the ^.^^^
interview.
The actual interview, or second phase, has these
rules to be concerned with. The rules that will be given
are those contained in Chapter 1^ of Roethlisberger and
Dickson's book. The chapter, entitled "The interviewing
Method" contains a more detailed discussion than will be
presented here, in their writings, roethlisterger and
IB
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Dlckion set forth five genePftl rules for the conduct of
'^ "'"" " '^'
19
Interviews which are listed es follows:
1, The interviewer should listen to the speaker in
a patient, but intcllip;ently critical aanner * Tnie means
that the interviewer listens to what the other person has
to say with coriplete attention and interest* The Inter-
viewer is ittsmensely interested in every wora that the inter-
viewee has to say. and in no circucistance should he out him
short, being "intelligently critical" sieans that the inter-
viewer should try to understand everything that is oeing
said,
2. The interviewer should not display any kind of
authority . The interviewer should do all in his power to
put the worker at ease. The worker or individual may be
resentful of authority, <<nd the interviewer should guard
against displaying authority in any of its several forms*
Roethlisberger and Dickson also advise against some of the
more subtle forms of showing authority such as contradict-
ing the worker, treating his ideas lightly, and the like.
^* ^^® interviewer £ hould not kI v<^ advicfc or moral
admonition . The Interviewer should refrain from aaking
decisions and giving advice to the other party in the inter-
view, the interviewer should not pass judgment on the
15
F. J. Foethlisberger and r^illlam J. Dickson,
Mana^en;ent and The i^orker , Cambridge: Her vard University
ireis, 19ii3» pp. 266-291.
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other person, and he should not appear to be shocked or
critical. iDtcauae these attitudee will prevent the Inter-
viewee from talking freely.
h» '^ha interviewer should not i^rgue eith the speaker *
Arguments tend to stake him defend his actions rather than
exanine his attitudes and behavior. Anj argujaent will
interfere with the Interview, tx cause it will direct the
actions and thinking of the individual and imply that he is
wrong.
5» "^fa*^ interviewer should ask queatlone only under
certain conditions . The objective of the interview is to
get the person to talk, and questions can be used for this
piu'pose. Any statement like "tell me more about it" will
MLke the worker talk flK>re about hlmaelf. Again, questions
Buiy have to be used to veer the conversation to areae or
topics that need more thorou^'ih coverage. Questions may
have to be asked to put the interviewee at ease at the be-
ginning <^f the conversation, ^'rottctiiaes it is necessary to
start a social conversation by talking about the worker's
fairily, or his Job or some similar topic.
In addition to those principles Just listed, it is
necessary to be able to draw the interview to a close, and
to be able to state to the individual a suirjnary of what has
TT
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n said. Durlnp the interview. It !• « good idea to
>i£e briefly from tine to tine the main points of the
conversation so that you can be sure that you have a com-
plete understanding of what the worker Is trying to tell
you. Thl& can easily be done by the use of such stateesente
as "am I correct In saying (then give your brief smmary),"
If your summary la Incorrect, then the worker has an oppor-
tunity to change the statement so that it will agree with
his thoughts.
The above rules pertain to almost every interviewlag
situation. I'fiffner has listed some additional principles
to be followed. These rules are particularly applicable
for interviewing in grievance cases. The rulea not only
oover Interviewing methods « but also contain good advice
21for the interviewer to follow In arriving at his decision.
1. The supervisor should htnr the ccwaplalnt through,
and should refrain from aasumlnr, • defensive attitude . Fcr-
haps the grievance has arisen because of the actions of the
supervisor and the employee la attempting to state his case.
The foreman must resiain quiet and listen until the worker
haa talked out his complaint. Grievances have a way of
settling themBelves if the supervisor will listen without
showing signs of impatience or resentmentt and if he can
20
Juclus, 0£. cit ., p. 162,
^^ ififfner. o -. cit., pp. 371-373.
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•refrftin from making Judgnente and oral rapriaands. The
faot that the worker can talk Traaly to soc^eone who hae tha
powar of judi^aant over him aometlines cauaaa tha worker to
think through and Be9 hla predlcanent in a more objactiva
light.
2» ^^^ sup€^x'v^gor anc the worker should both concen-
trata on the factual aepacte of the grie vance rather U^an
thoaa which are personal and eubjectlva In nature *
5. The eupervisor ehould refrain from ta'<inr hasty
action . Ha ahould put hlwealf In the position of the aggriev-
ed employee, and ahould weigh all tne facte from all poaf^lble
angles. If there is any element of passion or anger Involved
in tha interview, the supervisor should wait mitil things
have cooled off before attempting to reach a deeislon*
The success of the Interviewing technique contributes
greatly to the overall success of the organisation. Mayo
listed the following as some of the benefita derived fros
the uae of the interviewing method at the Hawthorne Plant.
1* fhe early discovery that the interview
aids the Individual to ^^t rid of useless
emotional complicatio s and to state his
problem clearly. He is; able to rive him-
self good advice - a procedure far more
acceptable than advlee accepted from another.
2. The interview has demonstrated its capacity
to aid tha individual to aasoo^ate more
easily, more satisfactorily - with other
22
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persons - fellow workers or supervisor -
with whom he is in daily contact*
}. The interview not only helps the individual
to collaborate better rlth his own group of
workers, it also develops his desire and
capacity to work with Kanage»ent«
li.. Beyond all this, interviewing possesses
immense importance for the traiil ng of
edmlnletratore in the d Iff 1 cult future
that faces this continent and the world.
3« There remains the claim made above that
the Interview has proved to be a great
source of information of objective value
to Management.
Mayo continues by saying that **...the Interview is the only
method eztant thtit can contribute reasonably accurate in-
formation, or any reasonably accurate inroimation, as to /
the cooperation between workers * teamwork * that obtains
In a crlven department, and beyond this, the extent to
which this cooperation includce nianageiaent policy or la
wary of it."
Little can ts© added to -tayo'a etatement to further
•xprsBB the importance of the interview in the Kor'< eitua-
tJon, The use of Interviewing has proved to t>6 of tremend-
ous help in the field of huinan relatione. The procedures
outlined in the rUFLRViron:. HA.JI^i;OOK for handling griev-
ances probleaifi conform to the principles set forth here
and carry ^ut the principles involved in the interviewing
process. The use of these techniques has been of great
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first l«v«l of supervision.
The interviewing technique has been provided for
the supervisor because he is the Icgicsl c<an to handle the
ootnplaints of his workers. Gardiner lists some of the fol-
lowing as reasons why th« Bupervisor is the logical man to
23
settle the grievances.
1. leoauae he Is th« closest to the situation
and is best informed and acquainted with the
conditious involved.
2. The company is dependent on the foremans
relations with his men for the kind of
worktasnship and service they rendtr. Any-
thing that causes the foreman to lose
prtstige or respect with his lu^^n detitroys
his ability to get results fron them. If
griibvances are take a over hii^ head and
settled without his consideration* his
men will lo^e rt^speci. £ov him. u« will
lose control.
As osn be seen, the interview is a very important tool used
by supervisors to settle problems at their level. It can
be very beneficial to management and the work force if
properly used.
5?
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The purpose of this paper has been to study the
current procedures followed by industry in settling worker
complaints and grievances. The study was limited to the
first ?tep in the grievance machinery and the part that
the foreman or supervisor played in the settlement of
grievances. It was learned that the supervisor was taught
either formally or informally to use Interviewing tech-
niques to help him in gaining the solution to worker com-
plaints. General rules and princlplea were dlrcussed In
connection with interviewing* and the part tdiat these
played in the interview.
The position of the foreman and the J 1 vis ion officer
was cosipared, and It wss learned that the role they play
in grievance procedures la very similar. They both are
the first ffianagement representatives to hear the complaints
of the work force. r«ecause of this similarity, the role
of the foreman in handling grievances was studied very
closely in hopes that some of the procedures that he uses
are applicable in the Navy situation,
82
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The indications of grievances in the naval situation
and in the industrial situation are very similar. The
usual syoiptOBB of grievances in the industrial situation
are (1) low productivity, (2) poor attendance, (5) poor
care of equipment, ik) poor attitudes toward supervision,
(5) high turnover in the work force, and (6) low morale
in the work force, fhe saxFie eymptosis are present in the
naval situation only the terms are called by different names.
The high turnover is indicated in tiie naval situation by
failure of the enlisted men to re-enlist on the expiration
of their cruise.
The study of grievances, then, involves two areas.
The first area la the preventative area and is used by the
supervisor to spot troubles and take corrective action be-
fore the grievance arrives at the cofiiplaint stage. In the
preventative stage, the supervisor is able to talk with the
workers and determine what is on their mind and what are
soRse of the sources of their irritations. The supervisor
is able to take corrective action, by ^,etting rid of the
source of irritation. This action will improve morale and
work output of the crew. The second grievance area is that
area where the worker presents his jtrievance to the foreman
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It B)an«g#Bi#nt is to tak« corrective action in order
to clear up eourcee of conflict in the work eonditionB»
then the u»e of the complaint that is preaented by the work-
•p will depend on the three conditions mentioned by Roethlia-
berger. Thoee conditions are: (1) the extent to which the
complaint is accurately stated, (2) the extent to which the
eoffiplaint has an objective reference and can be verified^
(^) the extent to which the conditions corplained about are
stated terma which are generally aocepted. In order to
fulfill these three conditions, the interview was used to
get at the facts concerning the oos^plaint. Until these
facts are deterxnined, it la uaeleae to attempt to take
corrective action. When the true cauae of the grievance
is not determined and not corrected, the workers will com-
plain, and in sose instances their complaints will concern
different thlnrs than first stated.
By use of tne interviewing technlv-jue in unionised
and non-unionised industry, 73;! to 90> of the grievances
were settled by the foremen at the first level of super-
vision. Surely, then, if this can be accompllahed in the
industrial situatioa, it can be accoaiplishcd in the naval
situation.
The proposal is this - the division officer ehould
be tau^-ht interviewing tecnniques so that he will be
better able to understand the problems of his sailors, and
y
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to take corrective ectlon quickly In order to prevent griev-
ances from building up. The longer the grievance continuea
without being settled, ttie harder it will be to aolve in
the long run. Roethliaberger states thsBit interviewing tech-
niques as described in this paper can be iised by both the
foreman i^nd the executive*
The reader must reitienber this - there are limits to
the capabllitlce of the indlvlaual in the use of interview-
In^' techniques. Studies will iiave to be made to determine
the extent to which the division officer is capable of
using the interviewing technique. There are several things
that Kust be considered. Once the division officer learns
that the source of the coreplalnt is not in the work con-
ditions, but In aome area which is not within his or his
coranendlnip; officers area of responelbllity, (such as family
Mitters) then the man will have to be referred to the
Chaplain or a^traiiMi cllnic«.l psychologist.
the need of the Interview is definitely Indicated.
The method of tralnine will have to be worked out by those
who are co;.-petent in the field. His sup^gestion that role
playing which Is being used succei^efully by the Peoeral
Security Adwinlstration at the present time be conridered.
There are other methods *hlch would probably accomplish
the desired goals with an equal degree of success.
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It the division officcir ii to aocoapllan on« of his
Jor tsaks, which ia to counsel and f^iva aound advice to
hia man* than it is axtrttmmly nacaasary that ha ha taught
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